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New Yorker’s Finnegan is Fall’s
Writer-in-Residence

Semi-Automatic
Assault Weapons
Ban Expires Today
By JENNIFER BLECHER
and LEO SHVARTSMAN
News Editor & Executive Editor

Large Turnout For Baruch
College & Merill Lynch
5
IPO Challenge Kickoff
William Finnegan is teaching the Harman Writer-in-Residence course this semester.
(Photo/www.umt.edu)

By MARCIA BARRAN
Staff Writer

Accomplished journalist and writer William
Finnegan is the Fall 2004 Sidney Harman
Writer-in-Residence.
Employing his expertise with long-form narrative journalism, Finnegan brings his craft to
the classroom where he is currently teaching an
English 3600/3600H Creative Journalism
workshop tItled, “Cross-Cultural Non-Fiction:
Reporting, Writing, and Narrative Authority.”
This is the first time a Harman professor is
teaching a Creative Journalism workshop at
Baruch.
“As a non-fiction writer who has reported
from all over the world, William Finnegan

A Student Studying Abroad
Sends Regards From
London’s King’s College 12 Hard Shoes to Fill

A Student Suggests
Alternatives to the Use of
Terrorism

understands the importance of cultural nuance
and sensitivity,” said Roslyn Bernstein, director
of the Sidney Harman program. “His writing
reflects his deep respect for his subjects and
their lives.”
Born in New York in 1952 and raised in Los
Angeles, Finnegan has spent a great deal of
time overseas in Asia, Europe and especially in
Africa, where much of his work centers. He
graduated with a B.A. from the University of
California at Santa Cruz in 1974 and with an
M.F.A. from the University of Montana. Prior
to becoming a professional writer, Finnegan
See FINNEGAN Page 3

The federal law which bans the sale of 19 semiautomatic assault weapons expires today.
President Bush has said he supports an extension of the ban, but he hasn’t put any pressure
on lawmakers to pass legislation doing so, in
stark contrast with the Republican platform of
being tough on terrorism.
The Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun
Violence pointed out the apparent contradiction
with full-page ads in The New York Times
reading “Terrorists of 9-11 Can Hardly Wait for
9-13,” depicting Osama bin Laden holding an
AK-47, and a quote from an Al Qaeda training
manual that encourages members to to obtain
assault rifles in the United States.
Proponents of the ban have argued that Bush
has yielded to powerful interests in the National
Rifle Association, which has been actively promoting an overturn of the ban, but Senate
majority leader Bill Frist said Wednesday that
he believed it was the will of the American people to let the bill expire.
The act prohibits the sale of 19 weapons, and
outlaws magazines that can hold more than 10
rounds of ammunition.
Baruch students expressed some concern over
the possibility of semi-automatic weapons hitting the streets this week. Remellee Oquendo, a
senior accounting major, worried that children
would have access to these weapons, and supported reinstating the ban. “You don’t know if
some people will act irrationally,” she said.
“Terrorists will take advantage,” said Kai
Liang, a senior. “There’s nothing we can do.”

Computer Virus
Downs Nearly 400
Baruch Computers

17

By GILA BABICH
Contributing Writer

The American Friend Service placed 1,000 pairs of boots from Iraqi civilians and troops last
week. Almost prophetically, the tally of U.S. soldiers killed in Iraq reached 1,000 only days
before 9/11. (Photo/Jennifer Blecher)
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Union Square Exhibit Provides Graphic
Representation of 1,000 War Dead
By STEVEN HOLLAND
Contributing Writer

Last week wrapped up the display created by
The American Friends Service Committee,
which was demonstrating against the United
States presence in Iraq in Union Square. It consisted of a neatly arranged display of 1,000
pairs of boots from Iraqi civilians and allied
troops. The display, titled “Eyes Wide Open,”
arrived during the third day of the Republican
National Convention. A name reading of those
who had fallen since the Iraqi War began
accompanied the event.

Almost prophetically, last week was the same
week the tally of U.S. war dead reached 1,000,
and even more disturbing, the “milestone” was
reached on the week of September 11.
The non-partisan display of boots served as a
reminder of the effects from the ongoing military presence in Iraq and was one of the major
visuals marking the anti-GOP protests. Signs
equating President Bush to being a war criminal and anti-Bush pins and shirts were in abundance. Arielle Schwartz, wearing her anti-Bush
T-shirt said, “The shoes remind me of the

See UNION Page 5

Close to 400 computers were down last week in
the Vertical Campus, a problem caused by a
worm that penetrated the college’s computer
network. Most computers affected by the worm
were office computers, according to Arthur
Downing, the chief information officer at
Baruch. “Some lectern computers were affected
as well as a few computer labs,” he said, “but
they were not the focus. We didn’t get many
people complaining.”
According to Downing, the college works
with several anti-virus companies to protect the
network with the most up-to-date anti-virus
software. The software is downloaded automatically every night. There is a time lapse, however, between the time a virus is discovered,
and the time it can be cured. In this case, the
worm reproduced and clogged the network traffic.
“When a virus appears it must be isolated,”
said Downing. “We managed to contain it to the
Vertical Campus. Even if the software is updated it takes a while to get the residual effect out.
That is what we have been doing all day today.”
Symantec Global Security Solutions was the
company in charge of restoring the network.
“We download the software, and Symantec
defines the virus,” said Frank Werber, from the
Baruch Computing and Technology Center.
“When a worm appears Symantec provides a
patch for it. We tried a few patches until we
found one that might work. We are waiting for
the latest patch to work.” As of Friday, computers were still down.
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Finnegan Joins Baruch Teaching Staff for One Semester
for Harman Writer-in-Residence Program
Continued from front

has run the gamut, working as a railroad brakeman, bartender, and bookstore manager.
Finnegan has been a staff writer at The New
Yorker since 1987, covering stories while stationed in Bolivia, Bosnia, Somalia, Britain,
South Africa, Mozambique, Nicaragua, El
Salvador, Sudan, and Spain. He is also a member of the National Writers Union, PEN
American Center, and the Writer’s Guild of
America.
“When I was in my twenties – and even before
that – I did a lot of low-budget traveling outside
the U.S. One of the many jobs I got along the
way was as a teacher in a black high school in
South Africa – this was in the bad old days of
apartheid,” said Finnegan.
“I was already writing, and already interested
in politics, but teaching that year turned out to
be an exceptionally intense political experience, and long-form narrative journalism eventually came to seem like the only literary form
that I could use to describe what I had seen and
felt in South Africa. Because I was writing for
American readers, my stories naturally had a
strong cross-cultural element.”
Finnegan’s experiences throughout Africa
would eventually lead him to author three of
his four books on political subjects surrounding
South Africa and Mozambique. His first book,
“Dateline Soweto: Travels With Black South
African Reporters” (1989) chronicles the working lives of a few members of the said group
and the constant political and physical dangers
they confront. His second book, “A
Complicated War: The Harrowing of
Mozambique” (1993), tells of the aftermath of
the said country after a civil war, and it also
assesses the war’s impact on the nation.
In 1994 Finnegan published “Crossing the
Line: A Year in the Land of Apartheid” in which
he closely examines the mentioned subject. His
last book, “Cold New World: Growing Up In A
Harder Country” (1999) provides a look into
the lives of families in four communities across
the United States.
Over the course of the semester, Finnegan’s
students will read journalistic narrative pieces
that center on the theme of cross-cultural non-

fiction and how the gap between two given cultural worlds are bridged. They will read several longer works by Anne Fadiman, Ryzsard
Kapuscinski, Lis Harris, Bill Buford and
George Orwell, and shorter pieces, including
some by V.S. Naipaul and Rian Malan.
Students will also be required to write several
shorter narrative pieces surrounding the
course’s theme.
Finnegan hopes to bring students “exposure

“Teaching that
year turned out to
be an exceptionally intense political
experience.”
to some great writers and great books that they
[his students] might not have encountered otherwise,” as well as “a few tricks of the trade.”
At the end of the semester he would like his
class to take with them “an enhanced awareness
of the complexities and literary potential of narrative non-fiction, some new thoughts, perhaps,
on how a writer may try to collapse the cultural distance between her subject and her presumed readers – and just what sorts of issues
haunt and help define that project.” Finnegan
also hopes that his students will leave with
more confidence and more experience as
reporters and writers.
Finnegan’s work has earned him many
awards, including the Sidney Hillman Award
for Magazine Reporting (1998), a Citation for
Excellence from the Overseajs Press Club
(2000) and the James Aronson Award for Social
Justice Journalism from Hunter College (2002).
He was also a National Magazine Award finalist in 1990 and 1995. “Crossing the Line: A
Year in Apartheid” was named of the ten best
nonfiction books of 1986 by The New York
Times Book Review.
“Cold New World: Growing Up In A Harder
Country” was named a New York Times

Writing Center Open for Business Today
The Baruch College Writing Center will be
open as of Monday, Sept. 13, to provide help to
students who are having difficulty with written
assignments.
The center is staffed by instructors from the
English department, as well as academic professionals with experience in tutoring, composition and ESL.
Tutors work with students on subjects like
pre-writing strategies, thesis development, critical thinking, organization, grammar, vocabulary and revision.
The center stresses that it is not an
editing/proofreading service. Tutors will teach
students how to edit their papers, but will not

do it for them. Those services are advertised,
for a fee, on many of the walls in the VC.
Tutoring sessions range from 30-50 minutes,
and are by appointment only. Students must
show up prepared, with class assignments,
drafts, notes, and a pen and paper for taking
notes at the session. The center also offers an etutoring option for those students with busy
schedules.
More information can be found on the center’s website, at baruch.cuny.edu/writingcenter.
By JENNIFER BLECHER
News Editor

Notable Book of the Year, The Los Angeles
Times Best Nonfiction of 1998 selection, and it
was also one of the Voice Literary
Supplement’s Twenty-five Favorite Books of
1998.
In addition to his regularly published pieces
in “The New Yorker”, Finnegan’s work has also
appeared in Granta, Harper’s, Transition, and
The New York Review of Books, in addition to
other magazines.
The writers Finnegan most enjoys reading
(and re-reading) include Mark Twain, Charles
Dickens, James Joyce, Virginia Woolf and
Gustave Flaubert.
“Among those still around, I love a lot of the
work of John Berger, James Salter, Nadine
Gordimer, Joan Didion, Thomas Pynchon and
Gabriel Garcia Marquez,” said Finnegan.
“Whether or not any of these masters have
influenced my own work, I find it difficult to
know. When it comes to how to write non-fiction, I have probably learned the most from
George Orwell, Joseph Mitchell, A.J. Liebling,
Jane Kramer, and John McPhee.” Finnegan also
mentioned his adoration for writers Phillip
Roth and Robert Stone as well.
Finnegan will read from his work in a free and
public event on Tuesday, October 19 at 5:45
p.m. in the Newman Conference Center, located at 151 E. 25th St., 7th Floor.
The Sidney Harman Writer-in-Residence
Visiting Professorship is funded by Baruch
alumnus Sidney Harman (’39). Each semester,
the program invites a writer, poet, journalist,
essayist or playwright to teach a course at
Baruch.
This is the seventh year of the Harman Writerin-Residence Program. Finnegan is the 13th
Harman Visiting Professor, and he is also the
third journalist to visit Baruch through this program (Jane Kramer and Philip Gourevitch
being the previous two).
The Spring 2005 Harman Writer will be
author and cartoonist/artist Ben Katchor,
renown for his graphic novels. Katchor will
teach a Harman/FEIT workshop entitled:
Picture/Story.
“The Harman Writer-in-Residence Program
continues to thrive, enriching the lives of
Baruch students through innovative courses
(Cross-Cultural Non-Fiction Writing in the Fall
and Picture/Story in the spring) and inspiring
readings,” said Bernstein. “I encourage all
interested students, whatever their major, to
contact me.”
In order to be enrolled in the Spring 2005
Harman course, students must submit a resumé
as well as two writing samples to Professor
Roslyn Bernstein during the current semester.
For more information on the Harman Writerin-Residence Program, contact Professor
Roslyn Bernstein at 646-312-3930 or by e-mail
at roz_Bernstein@baruch. cuny.edu, or visit the
website located at baruch.cuny.edu /wsas/harman.
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All Club Rooms
Will Receive
Two Computers
By GILA BABICH
Contributing Writer

In keeping with Baruch’s emphasis on using
technology to enhance the student experience,
the USG announced last week that every club
room will be getting two computers in the next
few weeks.
The computers have already been ordered by
Arthur Downing, chief information officer of
Baruch College. “I have been working with
Carl Aylman [director of student life] to get new
PCs for every club that has a room,” he said.
“These will be the same kind of PCs we have in
the labs [Dell Optiplex 270T Pentium IV], and
even though we ordered PCs, if Macs are
requested, they can be provided,” he said.
Clubs can expect to receive their new computers as soon as they arrive, which is supposed to
be in two weeks. “They can be installed the
same day” said Downing, “but someone has to
be there to receive them or they could get
stolen.”

College Tuition
Increases Continue,
But at a Slower Rate

CUNY’s jump in tuition last year from $3,200
to $4,000 is but one example of a continuing
trend in the United States. The price tag for college tuition has been rising around the country,
and is continuing to climb this year, but experts
are predicting less sticker shock than in the past
two years.
A USA Today 50-state survey of 67 public flagship universities shows that although some
schools, including Texas, North Dakota,
Illinois, California and Kansas, will see doubledigit increases, others are increasing tuition and
fees by relatively small percentages.
The average is 9 percent, which translates to
$491. Last year, the average percentage
increase was 14 percent. CUNY’s tuition spike
was a relatively high 25 percent jump.
The most expensive in-state tuition this year of
the 67 schools was Penn State, at $10,856, a
jump of 12 percent since last year, but 30 percent since 2002-03. Rutgers was next: Tuition
increased eight percent this year — 40 percent
since 2002-03. The University of Vermont, at
$10,226, had a six percent increase this year, 14
percent since 2002-03. In a few states, tuitions
have increased 50 percent or more since 200203.
Many colleges and universities resorted to double-digit increases in the past few years to make
up for state budget cuts; others are trying to
keep pace with growing student enrollments
and rising costs for health insurance, building
renovations and construction.

USG Report
On September 7, 2004, the Undergraduate
Student Government held its second meeting of
the semester in Vertical Campus Room 3-270.
President’s Report
President Sime Marnika announced that the
government will meet with clubs on September
14 at 12:30. Marnika also announced the government committee’s assignments for the
semester.
The Campus Affairs committee includes Amy
Sadaphal, Kelly Ifill, Chrystal Gayle, Sahar
Sadeghian and Keisha George. The Legislative
Affairs committee includes Brian Philip, Gayle,
George and Danny Slodynsky. Academic
Affairs includes Brian Philip, Ifill, Slodynsky
and Sadeghian. Evening and Part-time students
include Sadaphal, Gayle and Slodynsky. The
appointments for the Finance and Appeals committees have not been made.

Marnika nominated Lower Senator Victor Law
for the position of Undergraduate Student
Senate Delegate. The government approved the
nomination.
Legislative Affairs
Upper Senator Jody-Ann Graham announced
that P.R.I.D.E., L.A.Y. L.A.S.O., WBMB and
Hip Hop 201 all would like to sponsor a “Rock
the Vote” event and will compete to see which
organization will register the most voters for
the upcoming election in November.
Campus Affairs
Upper Senator Keston Barrow informed his fellow members about the upcoming National
Conference for Leadership in Long Beach,
Calif. this November. Upper Senator Kathlene
Burke informed the government that she has
observed an overabundance of garbage sitting

outside of the 25th street entrance of the
Vertical Campus.
Academic Affairs
Burke announced that she spoke to Dean of
Students Ronald Aaron about allowing students
holding seats on last year’s committees to hold
those same seats until October 1. The motion
to allow the students to remain on the government was proposed and passed.
Finance
Lower Senator Liliana Chang announced that
46 budgets have been passed. The following
five were recently approved, Finance and
Economics Society received $3,000, Music and
Performing Arts Society received $975,
Muslim Students Association received $3,800,
Women in Islam received $1,000 and Young
Intellectuals received $1,000.

Old Business
Ifill talked to Baruch President Waldron and
said the Career Development Center shouldn’t
place a fee on students. Philip asked the government for volunteers to talk to security about
clearing paths for clogged entrances to the
Vertical Campus. Marnika announced that he
is still considering a committee to listen to
international student concerns. Graham also
announced to the government that government
internships are being offered in Albany by local
congresswoman Margarita Lopez.
New Business
Barrow said that the creation of a committee to
analyze the constitutions of clubs should be
considered.
AARON SIEGEL
Editor-in-Chief
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No More Hassles, Hopefully
ePermit GPAs Transfer to Baruch
By SAMANTHA ENTELES
Staff Writer

Beginning in the Fall of 2004, CUNY ePermit
grades will transfer into the Baruch GPA. Also,
all classes taken within the CUNY system can
now be paid for at the same time.
For many students in the past it was a hassle
to take classes in other CUNY schools and have
the grades included in the GPA. ePermit was
created earlier this year, after many years of
development, so that students would be able to
register for classes in any college within the
CUNY system online. While this new system
has taken some of the confusion out of the
process, students still have to get a final
approval from the registrar’s office of the base
college.
Melissa Acosta, a senior, had an experience
that was not unusual in the past for permit students when she tried to take a course at Queens
College. “I remember feeling lost and confused
with the whole process. The amount of paperwork required and the vast array of people I had
to seek from permission from, honestly made
me want to forget about taking the class, which
was closed at Baruch, at another college,” she
said.
The new plan is a great improvement for students. It cuts back on the amount of time that a
student has to spend looking for classes to take
in other schools. ePermit has a link right on the
CUNY website that allows a student to create
an account and a password. A student can then

access any class within the CUNY system all
from one page.
Another benefit to the new system is students
can now pay for all of their classes at the same
time. In the past if a student were to take a class
outside of their base college, that class had to
be paid in advance of the classes being taken at
the base college. By combining the two due
dates it makes it easier for students to keep
track of their bills and gives more time to save
up to pay for the classes.
The best part of the changes taking place to
the ePermit system is that the grades taken in
other colleges can now be calculated into the
base college GPA. Before, students could take
the classes in other colleges but each individual
college had the choice of calculating the actual
grade, taking only pass/fail grades, or just giving the student credit for the course.
With the new system comes the hope that it
will make it easier for students to have the ability to take classes when and where they need to,
and to get their degree on time and in the correct amount of years. In an interview in March,
Rita Rodin, the university director of public
information, stated “The chancellor’s philosophy is that this is an integrated university and
that all the resources of the university should be
available to students.”
Acosta hopes that “CUNY has finally opened
its eyes to the inefficiencies it possess when it
comes to communication and mobility among
its educational institutions.”

Slim Pickings for Liberal Arts Majors at
Friday’s Career Fair
By STEVEN HOLLAND
Contributing Writer

Friday’s Baruch College Fall 2004 Career Day
Fair had quite a large turnout. The event, held
in the Vertical Campus Basement Gymnasium,
brought mostly Juniors, and Seniors who were
in search of a foot into the corporate world,
ranging from internships to part-time and fulltime jobs.
Lata Dhariwal, a senior year accounting
major said, “I’m looking for a full-time job but
I’ll take whatever I can get and I’m open to an
internship.”
The fair was from 12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
was attended by over 50 corporate recruiters.
The large majority of recruiters were from
financial institutions such as banks, investing
firms and accounting offices. The crowd was
heaviest towards the early half of the fair when
students waited patiently on long lines to get a
chance to present themselves to a recruiter and

submit a copy of their resume. Longest lines
were seen at Lehman Brothers, BP Petroleum,
Deloitte & Touche and MTV.
Stanley, a senior year English and Philosophy
major who did not release his last name, noted
the difficulty for liberal arts majors in finding
openings at this year’s fair. “It could have been
much better. The English department got a
memo there would be jobs available but there
really weren’t that many.” He used the word
“underwhelmed” to summarize the fair.
Faina Lerner, a senior year Human Resources
major, felt that there was a pretty good selection. “This year, the selection is much better,”
she said, referring to her previous visit to the
career fair last year. However, she conceded
“Liberal arts majors have a slim chance at a job
here. It’s even harder for a management major
like myself than someone with an accounting or
finance major.”
The event was for Baruch undergraduates and
alumni who graduated only a semester ago.
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Baruch Sets GPA Standard For
All Student Athletes
By AYESHA AJAZ
Op-Ed Editor

The City University Board of Trustees recently
passed the policy that all college athletes will
have to maintain a GPA of 2.0 to remain on
their teams.
Dr. William Eng, head of Baruch Athletics
Department, explained how the rest of the
CUNY colleges were so far following a “sliding rule” policy. Which basically means that
until the first 24 credits of a student athlete’s
academic career, he/she could have a GPA of
below 2.0 and still play for the school. They
were however required to have a GPA of 2.0
after the 24th credit. That essentially meant that
the school insured at least two years of playtime from every athlete.
After the second year, most of the athletes
would automatically go on probation, study for
a year to get their grades up and come back to
play for the school.
“Baruch College has had the policy of maintaining a higher GPA for as long as before I was
head of the Athletics department,” chuckled
Eng. He continued that Baruch has always put
their athletes’ education first over sports. “We
want them to graduate and build a successful
future.”
However, there were exceptions, where students with a lower GPA were allowed to play
for the school but only with special permission
from their respective academic department.
“We were not the front runners,” said Eng,
“but we were certainly one of the first CUNY
colleges” who instituted the policy for a GPA of
2.0.
Baruch always had this high standard requirement, as Harvey Jackson from SEEK who
coached Baruch’s basketball team twenty years
ago, stated. “Baruch has one of the best graduation rates among CUNY colleges,” said
Jackson. “Eighty to 90 percent of Baruch athletes graduate every year.”

Baruch’s policy also at times created controversy between Baruch and other CUNY schools
who were able to keep certain type of players
because of their lower GPA requirement.
Baruch College on the other hand, could not do
so because of the higher academic require-

“We want them
to graduate and
build a successful
future.”

ments.
Jackson believes that CUNY probably noticed
that many colleges were exploiting student athletes by allowing them to use up their eligibility to play for the school and later dropping
them when they faced academic probation. The
Chancellor Mathew Goldstein has been putting
pressure on schools to succeed academically
and by making a GPA of 2.0 a requirement, it
forces students to try to excel academically and
stay on their teams.
At Baruch College, athletes are assisted by
tutors and coaches to go well academically as
well as in sports.
“CUNY probably saw that athletes were not
graduating on time or graduating at all,” said
Jackson. “A 2.0 GPA requirement forces athletes to stay in good academic condition.”
Students may try to get easier courses so that
they can keep their grades up but there are no
easy courses at Baruch College as Jackson
pointed out.
“I can’t even say health-ed is easy- even that
is a hard course to do,” said Jackson while saying that students ask him if there are any easy
courses they can take.

Baruch College & Merrill Lynch
IPO Competition Kicks Off

Union Square Exhibit Provides Graphic
Interpretation of 1,000 War Dead
Continued from front

Holocaust Museum.” She also noted that in her
view, the primary issue on the ballot for this
election is, “We need to stop killing people; the
rest is secondary.” Her sentiments will most
likely be echoed as the nation humbles itself to
remember September 11.
Richard Breyer, who personally lost a relative
from a New Jersey battalion, and read some of
the names, shared a thought.
“These boots were filled by the feet of live
people; today they are no longer with us,” he
said. Members of AFSC, a Quaker group that
strongly promotes peace, were on site to provide literature and information. Carolyn, who
was manning one of the booths, simply stated
“I want to make a difference and bring about
change.”
As people carefully made their way through
the rows of shoes to glimpse at name tags or
shoot photos, many were quick to agree it was
an important memorial, yet few people had a
definite solution to the issue of Iraq. John
Naughton, a press cameraman, however,
seemed to have a strong message about the

exhibit.
“Before you vote Republican, you should go
to a veteran’s hospital and see the results of
war. It doesn’t stop with the dead. Veterans are
losing their benefits and if we re-elect Bush, we
could see the draft reinstated,” he stated.
Though far less represented, pro-war advocates were also present wearing shirts that carried the message “Ten out of ten terrorists
agree: anyone but Bush” trying to raise awareness that the war was necessary in order to bolster national security.
The exhibit is expected to travel across the
country where it will be displayed in numerous
cities. The exhibit’s presence in Union Square
was one of the quieter forms of protest witnessed during the Republican Convention.
While there was no confrontational situations
like at some other forms of protest going on
here as the convention continues, there was still
a notable police presence around the area.
Police Officer Chow, though declining to offer
political opinion, stated in response to whether
he expected any altercation to arise at the
exhibit “You really never know, I’m just doing
my job and looking out for trouble.”

Arthur Ainsberg, Baruch alumnus, and a competition judge, speaks at the Baruch College
Entrepreneurship kick-off fair. (Photo/Natalie Baghdadi)

By NATALIE BAGHDADI
Contributing Writer

On Friday September 10, 2004, mentors and
affiliates of the Baruch College & Merill Lynch
IPO challenge gathered together with approximately 200 students. The orientation was held
Friday, and kicked off the fifth year of this competition.
The meeting was held in the 14th Floor conference center, at 12:30 p.m. It gave Baruch students the opportunity to learn about the criteria
of the competition and network with mentors
and past winners.
The mentors came to Baruch to help guide
students throughout the competition. The benefit of such a competition is that many students
have then opportunity to connect with the corporate world. Baruch students were encouraged
to take advantage of the opportunity to meet

executives on the corporate ladder. These mentors have connections with many differernt
types of people, such as “angels”, who help
financially invest in businesss ideas that they
believe will suceed.
Baruch, together with Merrill Lynch, are
funding the cash prizes awarded as seed money
to start the businesses students invent.
Almost anyone can be part of a team. The
only exception is that the majority of the team
must be Baruch students.
Further info about this competiton is available
at zicklin.baruch.cuny.edu/bcec. Also, any
questions
can
be
e-mailed
to
bded@baruch.cuny.edu. The website will
include info such as bios on the mentors avaliable to competitors and how judges evaluate
the competitors. Online registration is available.
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Spotlight on: Student Entrepreneurs

Foregoing the safety net of the Entrepreneurship Competition, these Baruch Students are
going it alone.

Baruch M.B.A. Tailors Craigslist
For the College Crowd

Greg DiFiore, founder of Gregsroom.
(Photo/gregsroom.com)

sale, housing available in the area, job postings,
the latest campus activities, meeting people,
etc.,” said DiFiore.” “I envision this as a great
way for students to interact with one another
across different colleges and improve their college experience.” Book buys, sales and
exchanges are just one way students could use
the site, and DiFiore mentioned an added benefit. “This would alleviate the hallways of all the
clutter,” he said.
Since the website went live,
there have been few postings. There are about
75 to 100, some
f r o m
Baruch,
and

WBMB Personality Plans to Inject
Humor into N.Y.’s Alternative Press
By TAKENORI KANEDA
Staff Writer
Active as a comedian and CEO of a magazine
company, entrepreneur and Baruch student,
Danny Lobell is preparing for another venture
here at Baruch, the launch of The Headliner.
According to its mission statement, the
Headliner will be a publication that will,
“entertain the Baruch College
community with
funny stories
a n d

By ANASTASIA DONDE
Staff Writer

A new website, www.gregsroom.com, was
launched two weeks ago as an online community, resembling that of Craigslist. But this one
is aimed at college students, with sites not categorized by city, but by university. The creator
of this web site, oddly enough, is not named
Greg but Thomas. Thomas DiFiore, a part-time
MBA student at Baruch, who is majoring in
CIS and working as a systems analyst for
Prudential Financial.
The idea for such a website was originally
born when DiFiore’s brother, Chris, was moving out of his dorm room at the School of
Visual Arts. Chris realized that “there was no
way to tell other students…about all the…furniture that he was willing to give away.” Seeing
this problem, Chris recognized “the need to create a student community portal for postings
such as things for sale or even for free that all
the students can check out online.” DiFiore
then had an idea for such a website and said it
took him two weeks to create. DiFiore’s,
fiancée, Jennifer Carbone, helped him develop
the website. “She is my support,” he said.
“We are trying to create the largest social network community for college students,” said
DiFiore. “We see ourselves as a Craigslist for
students, and the web site is a public service.”
So far, the website is completely free, but once
a user base has been established, DiFiore plans
to start charging employers for job listings.
Craigslist followed a similar path, instating a
$25 dollar fee for job postings in August. The
move however, was not profit-driven, according to the site’s creator, Craig Newmark, but
was made because the jobs section had festered
into a haven for people posting seedy jobs. The
fee was put in place to weed them out and
restore legitimacy.
“The website is a way for students to tell other
students in the same college about books for

othe r s
from
colleges
in Boston.
But DiFiore
is optimistic
that once the word
gets out, students will see
the utility of such a site. He
spent a few hundred dollars on T-shirts
and fliers to promote the site, and will be handing out postcards next week. He also intends to
use a company called University Access to promote the site across New York colleges. He
stressed, however, that “word of mouth is our
future grassroots marketing strategy.”
“I would love for it to become a big community for college students,” said DiFiore enthusiastically. “I hope it will take off in Baruch and
the rest will follow. I conceived of this idea and
have a passion to carry it through,” he said.
The motto on the website is: “Creating the
largest community for the students, by the students.” When you enter it, you choose your
state and then select your college. Then there
are seven postings sections that have many subsections. These are: For Sale, After Hours,
Student Perks, Housing, Campus Activities,
Jobs, and Dating.

PART-TIME TUTORS
Classified Ad

needed to teach math up to the eighthgrade level.
Must be able to tutor from 3:30 - 7:30
Monday to Friday OR 9AM - 6PM
Saturdays and Sundays. Make up to
$15/hour. Please contact Hamid Khan

entertaining
The
comics.”
Lobell,
creator,
believes a “funny” publication in Baruch is necessary
because students “have a hectic schedule.” His
solution to the student body’s busy life would
be laughter because, “laughter is therapy. That’s
why NYU and Columbia have comedy papers,
it’s a good thing.”
The Headliner will consist of two sections.
“Inside Baruch”, which will be written by
Baruch students, will feature articles and
comics about impressions seen or felt in the
Baruch community, life experiences and observations of famous figures in today’s media. The
second section, “The Comedy World at Large”,
will be written by professional comedians that
will be based on experiences in their lives and
their commentary on today’s media figures.
Lobell is planning to have “funny” interviews
with professors as a part of “Inside Baruch”.
At the moment, no one has been interviewed
because the constitution for the publication was
recently written and submitted; but, with
administration approval of The Headliner,
Lobell and his staff are planning to distribute
the publication a month or two from now. If
Baruch students desire to submit work, they can
send an e-mail to leo@thecomical.com, and put
“headliner” in the subject line.
The Comical is a paper he started with his
friends David Kasten and Solomon Khan. The
Headliner will be similar to The Comical, and
some articles from the latter will be published
in Baruch’s funny newspaper. When asked why
he started The Comical, a for-profit magazine,
he responded, “I was inspired by Harvey Pekar
to expose my own stuff when I interviewed him
for one of my radio shows”. Lobell said that he
talked to Pekar, the creator of the comic book
“American Splendor,” after his radio show and
was told that he should exposehimself, so
Lobell decided to create the comedy newspaper. It features Pekar’s work, with a cartoon

section where Pekar is the story writer and
Robert Crumb is the cartoonist, and has articles
written by local comedians.
The Comical is a monthly publication for
now, though there are plans to change it to a
semi-monthly circulation. The Comical’s first
issue had a circulation of 10,000, which featured an interview with Dave Attell from
Comedy Central’s “Insomniac.” The second
issue, which will be available on September
17th, will have a circulation of 20,000 copies
and will contain an interview with Colin Quinn
from Comedy Central’s “Tough Crowd with
Colin Quinn.” The third issue will feature an
interview with Sinbad. Eventually, Lobell and
his staff hope to go national with their publication.
Though The Comical is a for-profit publication, it is a free publication. Lobell explained
that money is made from advertisements, and
that he plans to bring in ads for alcoholic beverages like Heineken because, “hey why not?
Most comedy clubs have a two-drink minimum; why not tell them (the customers)
what to drink?”
The free publication is now available in 20
comedy and improvisation clubs, 10 hotels,
including The Four Seasons and the Plaza
Hotel, and colleges like FIT, NYU, Pace and
Columbia. When asked why prominent hotels
like The Four Seasons were willing to place
around 50 copies of The Comical in their vicinity, Leo Shvartsman, editor-in-chief of both The
Comical and The Headliner answered,
“Because we have what’s going on in comedy
clubs.” To reiterate, Shvartsman explained that,
“there are large numbers of comedy clubs in
New York and the comedy industry in New
York is booming. Tourists want to go to comedy clubs and see comedians more.”
Though the first issue of Headliner is still in
the works, Lobell is an entrepreneur for the
sake of exposing himself as a comedian. He
hosts two radio shows, one on WMCA570AM
and the other on Baruch’s WBMB, he sells
comics over his website at dannylobell.com and
he is active as a stand-up comedian. Lobell
explained that exposing himself is no joke, it is
serious business. “All the big people in comedy
have to be businessmen, they have to have talent and a business sense. That is one of the reasons why I go to Baruch.”
When asked what his ultimate goal is in both
business and comedy, he replied that, “My ultimate goal is to be a successful comedian, which
means to be a successful businessman, and they
go hand in hand. By saying that I want to be a
successful comedian is to say that I want to be
a successful businessman.”

Danny Lobell, CEO of The Comical.
(Photo/Ticker Archives)

Correction

In the USG report that appeared in the
September 7 issue of The Ticker USG Upper
Senator Keston Barrow was listed as a Lower
Senator. In fact, Barrow is an Upper Senator.
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INNOCENCE CONTEST

STOP BY

THE TICKER
OFFICE IN
ROOM 3-290
TO PICK UP YOUR
COMPLIMENTARY
SCREENING PASS
VALID ANY DAY,
MONDAY THROUGH
THURSDAY
THROUGH THE
RUN-OF
ENGAGEMENT OF
THE FILM
ONE PASS PER PERSON
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
ALSO, ENTER FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A GRAND PRIZE : AN AUTOGRAPHED
DVD & POSTER SIGNED BY DIRECTOR MAMORU OSHII

Ghost in the Shell DVDs are courtesy of Manga Entertainment

OPENS FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 17 AT:
AMC EMPIRE 25 (Times Square)
LANDMARK SUNSHINE 5 (Houston & 2nd)
IMAGINASIAN (59th & 2nd)
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"UY YOUR TEXTBOOKS ON E"AY
AND SAVE UP TO

 OFF

THE LIST PRICE

0LAY ONLINE FOR A CHANCE TO 7).
  E"AY 3HOPPING 3PREE
3O"E COOLER AND DRINKS FOR A YEAR
-OBILE PHONE AND 
6ERIZON 7IRELESS GIFT CARD
4HOUSANDS OF OTHER PRIZES

*ÀâiÃÊ«ÀÛ`i`ÊLÞ\

ÜÜÜ°iL>Þ°VÉVi}i
6DYLQJVEDVHGRQDFRPSDULVRQRIDYHUDJHVDOHSULFHVIRUPRVWSRSXODUWH[WERRNVRQH%D\FRPGXULQJ-DQXDU\ZLWKWKHOLVWSULFHRIWKRVHERRNV
1RSXUFKDVHQHFHVVDU\7KHH%D\3UHYHQW2YHUVSHQGLQJ0DWFKDQG:LQ*DPHEHJLQVDW$03'7DQGHQGVDW303'7*DPHLVRSHQWROHJDOUHVLGHQWVRIWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVDQGWKH'LVWULFWRI
&ROXPELD\HDUVRIDJHDQGROGHU9RLGLQ3XHUWR5LFRDQGZKHUHSURKLELWHGVKRSSLQJVSUHHWREHDZDUGHGDVH%D\$Q\WKLQJ3RLQWV)RUGHWDLOVDQGIXOORIÀFLDOUXOHVJRWRZZZHED\FRPFROOHJHUXOHV
H%D\,QF$OOULJKWVUHVHUYHGH%D\DQGWKHH%D\ORJRDUHUHJLVWHUHGWUDGHPDUNVRIH%D\,QF'HVLJQDWHGWUDGHPDUNVDQGEUDQGVDUHWKHSURSHUW\RIWKHLUUHVSHFWLYHRZQHUV
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CLASSIFIED ADS

RAISE YOUR
GRADE POINT AVERAGE

ESL and American students, every
term paper or doctoral thesis can be
greatly improved by line-by-line
EDITING for correct grammar,
clarity, form and relevance to the
assignment. FREE consultation.
$25 an hour.
Call (212)679-4706.

I SAW U. Cutie at Washington
Mutual. T-shirt, jeans, opening a Free
Checking account. Obviously Smart.
Wanna buy me a coffee with some of
the cash you save from not paying
monthly fees?
Same place next Tuesday?
FDIC insured.

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic Break 2005 Travel Program
Represent an American Express “Student Travel” Company
Guaranteed Highest Commission, Free Trips & Great for Resume
Your pay equals your efforts
AMERICAN STUDENT Vacations
1-800-336-2260
www.americanstudent.info
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Baruch’s Study Abroad Program: London Calling

I

By ADENIKE HUGGINS
Staff Writer

was in a rather uninteresting class in the
23rd Street Building, and a combination
of the dull walls, the dim lights, the rocking of my uneven chair and the fact that I
was in the second hour of a 3-hour class, made
it plausible and conscionable for me to drift
into more pressing thoughts, like what I would
eat for dinner. In the midst of that, I remember
feeling old, rather very comfortable with school
and wanting to finish my requirements and
coast into senior year. Perhaps it just was not
the professor’s day to interest me or I had one
too many once-a-week night classes, but that
day it dawned on me that school was almost
over - not the semester, but rather my college
years.
So in an effort to salvage the rest of my undergraduate years, I made a pact with myself to do
everything that I had ever just thought of doing.
My motto was “move from thinking and talking
to doing and reflecting.” In that space of time I
began writing for the school newspaper, auditioned and was cast in spring semester’s school
play, “Twelve Ophelias.” I felt like I was overdoing it already with the demanding rehearsal
schedule and writing, but I really wanted to
make my college experience as memorable as
possible, even if it meant flunking for a semester, not really.
Study abroad had only just crossed my mind
when I decided that I would doggedly pursue it.
I knew nothing about the process, where I
wanted to study nor what kind of clearance I
would need. All I knew was that I wanted to do
it. Somehow I finished up the spring semester
with a great GPA in spite of my extracurricular
activities.
Earlier in the year when I had simply been
considering my study abroad options, I visited
the study abroad office. My first step was to
contact Dr. Richard Brody to get preliminary
questions answered. He was very helpful and
we narrowed my options down to the location:
London. Brody then invited me to attend the
Study Abroad fair. At the same time, a friend at
work had just come back from London and
shared her school experience with me. Taking
what I got from her and the Study Abroad fair,
I decided that I would study at King’s College.
Having been to London twice before, I felt
good about my choice, yet still felt like I was
taking a stab in the dark for several reasons. I
had not done as much research on schools in
London as I would have done for a prospective
school in New York. Also, the fact that I would
have to work for the duration of my stay for
scholarship obligations threw a new and unfamiliar dynamic into the equation.
But that was how I felt in July, and to be honest I sort of still feel the same way now. I usually take everything in stride and up until now
my motto has worked. Now I feel like my study
abroad experience could have just remained a
thought, due to my lack of preparedness for an
opportunity that I cannot prepare for.
Now that I have less than a week left, everything feels surreal. Yet there is no looking back
because everything is final, I’ve got my plane
ticket, my ID card, tuition paid for, and the only
left to do now is pack, which is a much bigger
deal than I thought. The reality is that I will
actually be living away from home and working for four whole months. In one word, I am
ambivalently excited about my uncertainty and
happy about this unnerving experience.
Cheers!

London is one of the world's most exciting capital cities and King's is at its heart. The College
has four major Thames-side campuses in central London, between the Houses of Parliament
and London Bridge, with a further campus in south London, so you will be close to London's
countless venues for art, music and theater. You will have access to the leading cultural and
scientific societies of the capital, such as the Royal Society, the Royal Society for the Arts,
the Royal Geographical Society, the Institute of Physics, the London Mathematical Society,
the Royal Astronomical Society and the Industrial Society, and you will be able to use the
enviable information resources of London's museums. (Photo/ King’s College London)

General view of London, with the London Eye
on the left and the Houses of Parliament &
Big Ben in the background. Students walking
by are only a short walk away from the
Waterloo and Strand campuses. (Photo/
King’s College London)

Guy's campus is the base for the Schools of
Medicine, Dentistry, Biomedical Sciences
and Health & Life Sciences. (Photo/ King’s
College London)

The Maughan Library, which was opened by Queen Elizabeth II last November, is widely
regarded as a masterpiece of neo-gothic architecture. It has undergone major renovations
over the past two years and is believed to be the largest new university library facility in
Britain since World War II. (Photo/ King’s College London)

The Strand campus is adorned with polished
wood floors and magnificent marble walls.
(Photo/ King’s College London)
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Two Baruch Alumni Create Tutorials for Baruch Students

ISSC’s Guide for International Undergraduate Students (Photo/Ron Goldman)

ed Kognito to develop an online tutorial about
the different resources available to students at
Baruch to find and explore different careers and
job opportunities. Downing was given a deadalph Vacca, BBA in Entrepreneur- line of a few months in which to convert faceship Management (’03), won the to-face workshops into online or CD tutorials.
third place at Baruch’s 2003 entre- The first two were based on library workshops,
preneurship competition with the for which there was more demand than supply.
concept for an e-learning company that devel- To make the information available to the stuops content and e-learning platforms for aca- dents at their own convenience, they decided to
demic and corporate institutions. After the create tutorials.
competition, Ralph needed to find people with
The first tutorial, titled “Career and Job
different skills to accomplish his idea, so he Resources,” was developed with the cooperaapproached Ron Goldman, a fellow Baruch tion of the Career Development Center and is
alumnus, BBA in Marketing Management based on a workshop given in the Newman
(’02), and Glenn Albright, PhD, the Chair of library by Professor Mario Charles. The tutoriBaruch’s Department of Psychology, to join al received great reviews from students and
him to form Kognito Solutions.
administrators and was also presented at
In March 2003, Kognito Solutions was legal- Baruch’s Technology Conference last March. It
ly formed as an LLC in the state of New York. is available on the Career Development
Kognito creates effective and educationally Center’s web site baruch.cuny.edu/careers/
meaningful learning experiences that motivate under “hot links” in the student’s section or
learners through interactive tutorials, simula- directly at baruch.cuny.edu/tutorials/career/.
tions, and courses. In the development of these
Since then, Kognito has developed several
tools, Kognito utilizes it own proprietary tech- tutorials with Baruch including “Introduction
nology, which is based on PHP and Flash to Mutual Funds,” and more recently “ISSC’s
action-script. Kognito’s services range from Guide for International Students.” Downing
consulting and content development, to online envisioned the tutorial for international stulearning systems and assessment.
dents and had many reasons for why there
Although Kognito uses it own tutorial tech- should be one. After 9/11, immigration laws
nology, it doesn’t view itself mainly as a tech- have changed and understanding them can be
nology company. Unlike most other e-learning confusing for international students. The inforcompanies that force the learner to adapt to the mation students need is available, but it is not
technology, Kognito first looks at the needs of specifically tailored to the needs of internationthe learner and then analyzes and adapts the al students. Answers to many of their questions
available technology to fit with the learner’s should be available to them before they arrive
needs, thus creating an effective and enjoyable (they can access the website and beforehand).
learning experience.
International
students
After developing its busishould be able to access
ness strategy, and with no
Kognito’s tutorials information obvious to peooutside investors or start-up
ple living in New York, like
are geared toward
money, Kognito was able to
unsaid facts.
secure its first corporate
In order to construct the
helping students
client Malcolm Pirnie, one
tutorial, Kognito first conof the largest engineering
refresh the
ducted several focus groups
firms in the United States.
with international students
knowledge they
As they took on more projand met with the heads of
ects, they hired more people
different offices at Baruch
have acquired in
with a specialization in
to collect information about
instructional design and
class. Using tutori- the issues or problems
technology. Now Kognito
international students have,
als, students can go in addition to any ideas and
has an office on the west side
of Manhattan and eight fullon how to resolve
at a pace and cover solutions
time employees that include
them.
instructional designers, proKognito’s team of instruccurriculum-related
grammers, Flash designers
tional designers and content
topics that are
and animators, project mandevelopers structured the
agers, and content developcontent to approach the
difficult to
ers. Kognito has been highly
learner and disseminate the
successful in growing its
information in an instrucunderstand.
operation and now serves
tionally-sound
manner
over six clients, including
using animated media and
corporations such as FujiFilm, Malcolm Pirnie videos to augment the content. Once completand Inframetrix, and academic institutions ed, the tutorial was beta tested on a sample
including LaGuardia community college.
group of international students. The feedback
After several successful projects, Kognito received was used to improve the tutorial
approached Arthur Downing, head of Baruch’s before its final distribution. The tutorial is
BCTC and the Newman Library. In the meet- offered free and is available online through the
ing, Kognito told Downing about the company International Student Services Center’s web
and its mission, and explored ways in which it site baruch.cuny.edu/issc or directly at
can help the Baruch community. It offered baruch.cuny.edu/tutorials/. According to
ways of training students in skills or informa- Stephen E. Goldberg, director of the ISSC,
tion through computers.
Baruch plans to create a CD version of the tutoSeveral months after that, Downing contact- rial and distribute it to Baruch’s current and

R

By HARBANI RANA
Features Editor

potential international students, starting with that while these statements come up in many
different courses, they don’t have a resource to
those coming in the spring semester.
Ron (a former international student himself), easily refer to, in order to learn or refresh their
describes the International Student tutorial as knowledge of these statements.
With the cooperation of the
an “encapsulated knowledge
Stan Ross Department of
base that includes the steps an
...Kognito first con- Accountancy and its faculty
international student needs to
ducted several focus member Professor Ping
acquire and maintain international student status,” which
groups...at Baruch to Zhou, Kognito began to
the tutorial while
is top priority for all internacollect information develop
carefully integrating and baltional students. The process of
about the issues or ancing student needs with
finding out information such
faculty know-how and sound
as eligibility for scholarships,
problems internadesign princistudent loans and financial aid
tional students have, instructional
ples. The final product that
available to international stuin addition to any
took two months to develop
dents, etc, is simplified with
the help of the tutorial. Also,
ideas and solutions was tested on several focus
groups to ensure it successvideos of a few of Baruch’s
on how to resolve
fully answered the initial
international students’ experithem.
objective and that it would
ences and valuable informaindeed help Baruch students
tion on particular topics are
available in the tutorial. Kognito is grateful to do better in their studies.
Kognito’s tutorials are geared toward helping
all the people who were so helpful in providing
information for the tutorial, and to those who students refresh the knowledge they have
acquired in class. Using tutorials, students can
volunteered to be part of the videos.
The most recent project to emerge from the go at a comfortable pace and cover curriculumclose cooperation between Baruch and Kognito related topics that are difficult to understand.
tutorials
are
available
at
is an online interactive tutorial titled “Guide to All
Financial Statements.” It was designed to help baruch.cuny.edu/tutorials and on business cardBaruch students better understand the structure sized CDs. Baruch is encouraging students to
and purpose of the three basic financial state- fill out the online survey provided in each tutoments: the income statement, the balance sheet, rial. The survey results will help improve the
tutorials and provide Baruch with ideas and
and the cash flow statement.
Focused on delivering a highly interactive suggestions for future tutorials and other techand engaging learning experience, the tutorial nology-related initiatives.
Downing is glad to be working with Baruch
includes animated graphics to help students

Career and Job Resources page of ISSC website. (Photo/Kognito Solutions)

master complicated accounting procedures,
interactive activities to give students first hand
experience with financial statements, optional
mini-quizzes to help students test their understanding, and a printable study guide to assist
the students along the way. In addition, students
can learn how companies use these statements
to make real business decisions, discover where
to find financial statements, and explore the
topic of ethics in financial reporting.
The idea for the tutorial emerged during a
recent internship fair Kognito attended at
Baruch. In exploring different ideas for tutorials with potential interns, the need for a tutorial that covers the basic financial statements
became apparent. Many students complained

alumni, though he selected Kognito not on that
basis, but because it was competitive and able
to work quickly with staff in translating the
content into the online format. They were
“willing to invest time and resources, able to
deliver the goods on time, under budget, and…
the product was just what we wanted.”
Future projects for Baruch are on their way
and Kognito is inviting Baruch students and
alumni to join the company to contribute their
creativity and innovation. Those passionate
about impacting the field of learning technology, especially those who are interested in
instructional design and writing content should
contact info@kognito.net.

Guide to Financial Statement page of ISSC website. (Photo/Kognito Solutions)
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NACS Study Reveals College Students
Look to School’s Bookstores First
OBERLIN, Ohio -- (BUSINESS WIRE via
COLLEGIATE PRESSWIRE)--Aug. 24,
2004--Although Internet retailers have made
significant strides in the past five years, they
have not taken over the college bookstore.
The majority of students (84 percent) still
head to their college store first when looking to
buy their course materials according to a study
by the National Association of College Stores
(NACS).
In 2003, students purchased only 14percent
of their textbooks online, either through college
store websites or other online sources. In 1999,
students reported they purchased less than half
that amount of their course materials, just six
percent, online.
The most important factors students consider when purchasing textbooks online include:
the best price, confidence in selecting the correct edition, immediate availability, convenience of purchase, The ability to return.
Student Buying Habits: Textbooks and
Course Materials, was the eleventh in a series
of college student consumer research studies
sponsored by the NACS Foundation. It was
conducted during Fall 2003 on 21 campuses

with more than four thousand responses
(4,299), reflecting the make-up of colleges and
universities across the United States.
About NACS
Headquartered in Oberlin, Ohio, the National
Association of College Stores (NACS) is the
professional trade association representing the
$11 billion collegiate retailing industry. NACS
represents more than 3,000 collegiate retailers
and about 1,000 associate members who supply
books and other products to college stores.
NACS member stores daily serve the majority
of America's 15.8 million college students
while supporting the academic missions of
higher education institutions everywhere.
Additional information on NACS can be
found online at nacs.org.

Correction

In the caption that goes along with “Baruch
Golden Key Sets Record at International
Conference,” in the September 13, issue
Golden Key member Ana Pazo was not listed in
the photo and Nina Mui and Si Wen were
reversed in position.

Colleges, Entertainment Industry
Issue Report On File Sharing

WASHINGTON - (COLLEGIATE PRESSWIRE) -Aug. 24, 2004 -A joint committee of
leaders from the higher education and entertainment communities today submitted a report
to Congress outlining efforts during the past
year to address illegal file sharing on college
campuses.
The Joint Committee of the Higher Education
and Entertainment Communities was formed
two years ago to develop collaborative solutions to address illegal file sharing at colleges
and universities. It comprises of leaders representing universities, higher education organizations, and music and motion picture executives.
The committee aims to provide a range of
resources to school administrators in three
basic areas: educational efforts (including practices surrounding the use of copyrighted works
and student responsibility), technological solutions (including computer network management technologies available to reduce illegal
file sharing and the development of legal, campus-based music and movie/entertainment
services), and examining differences and
exploring prospects for collaboration on legislative initiatives.

The report released today will be submitted
to the House of Representatives House
Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on Courts,
the Internet and Intellectual Property, which
has long been interested in illegal file sharing
on college campuses.
"Compared to the beginning of last year's
school session, there has been a sea change in
the university digital music landscape," said
Cary Sherman, president, RIAA. "What a difference a year makes. New partnerships
between legal music services and universities
are beginning to proliferate, and schools are
moving to get a technological handle on bandwidth-clogging file sharing networks. We still
have our work cut out for us, but this past
year has shown real promise and progress."
"I have been pleased with the great progress
made by the higher education community in
addressing piracy on our campuses," Graham
Spanier, president of Pennsylvania State
University (PSU) and the Committee's other
co-chairman. "We are seeing some creative and
responsive initiatives while at the same time
educating our students about intellectual property."

Baruch Beat: Events and Announcements

Announcements:
-Hispanic Scholarship Fund Now Receiving
Applications
The deadline for all applications is October 15,
2004. To be eligible you must be of Hispanic
descent and be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident. You must also have completed at least 12
college credits with a minimum GPA of 3.0.
Applications are available at hsf.net. If you
have any questions please contact Laverne
Burnett at the Office of the Vice President for
Student Development VC-2255.
Events in the BPAC:
-Exposures: Voice of the New America
September 15 - October 9, 2004
Date:
Time:
Wed-Sat 7:00 p.m.
Nagelberg Theatre
Place:
Ticket Information: General Admission: $20;
Students/Seniors: $10
Back by popular demand! EXPOSURES return
with a brand-new production! In the spirit of
Def Poetry Jam, young urban artists share their
comic and serious stories on the struggles they
encounter in an effort to bridge the traditional
world of their parents and their contemporary
world America.
-Last Temptation of Shazia
September 17 - September 19, 2004
Date:
Time:
Fri, Sat 8:00 p.m., Sun 6:00 p.m.
Engelman Recital Hall
Place:
Ticket Information: General Admission: $20;
Student ID: $15, Baruch ID $10. General
Admission tickets can also be purchased from
Smarttix (212) 864-4444 or smarttix.com.
Shazia Mirza is the United Kingdom's only
Muslim female comic whose distinct deadpan
delivery about her experiences as a British
Muslim of Pakistani descent has garnered international acclaim and press coverage, including
The New York Times Magazine, Newsweek,
and Oprah's Oxygen network, which filmed a
profile on Shazia. She has performed all over
Europe and in New York and San Francisco and
is currently touring Switzerland and Kosovo.
Shazia was profiled on “60 Minutes” in May
2004.
-Philosophically Speaking by Eduardo De
Filippo
Date:
September 17 - September 26, 2004

Time:
Wed-Sat 8:00 p.m., Sun 3:00 p.m.
Place:
Bernie West Theatre, 17 Lex. Ave.
Ticket Information: General Admission: $15;
Student/Seniors: $10.
By one of Italy's leading Italian actors, directors and playwrights, Eduardo De Filippo
Philosophically Speaking embraces several of
DeFilippo's favorite themes: from being poor to
living in society filled with role-playing to
blindness that "sees" beyond those roles. A
funny and moving play performed by 11 actors.

-Line C3 & Lembe Malembe
September 20, 2004
Date:
Time:
7:00 p.m.
Nagelberg Theatre
Place:
Ticket Information: Free; tickets are required.
Just back from tour in Japan, Line C3, a young,
hip percussion group bangs out rhythms and
music using various items one might find at a
stoop sale or floating through the East River:
tin cans, table tops, etc. Join in on the beat or sit
back and watch. Either way its an experience
geared to move you. Fusion! Three of New
York's finest Latin and Afro-Cuban musicians
rock BPAC with their six-member band Lembe
Malembe. The group, featuring the conga and
other percussions instruments, trumpets, bass,
piano, and voice, fuse the musical traditions of
West Africa and Latin music.
-Bill Shannon
September 21, 2004
Date:
Time:
7:00 p.m.
Place:
Nagelberg Theatre
Ticket Information: Free, but tickets are
required.
Internationally renowned artist Bill Shannon
blurs the boundaries in dance and redefines the
image of movement. From housing to hip-hop,
this freestyle dance artist is multi-talented and
widely renowned in the underground hip-hop
and club dance scene, the disabled artist community and the performance world at large!
Shannon, disabled since age 5, defies gravity
and preconceived ideas about dance. He is a
must see and experience. The performance will
follow talkback with Bill Shannon. For more
information, visit whatiswhat.com or virtualprovocateur.com.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER EVENTS
The Big Four: Strategies for Interview Success, Tues. Sept. 14, 12-2:30 p.m., VC 14-220.
Hispanic Association of Colleges & Employers (HACU) Internship Presentation,
Tues. Sept. 14, 6:30 p.m., VC 2-190.
Small to Mid-Size Accounting Career Forum: Thurs. Sept. 30, 12-2:30 p,m,, VC 14-220.
Finance/IT Career Expo: Thurs. Nov. 4, 12-2:30 p.m., VC 14-220.
Diversity Job Fair: Friday, Dec. 3, 12-3 p.m., VC 14-220.

CORPORATE PRESENTATIONS - FALL 2004
COMPANY

DATE

DAY

TIME

LOCATION

GRANT THORNTON

9/20

Mon

6 p.m.

Subotnick Center

JP MORGAN CHASE
Commercial Banking

9/22

Wed

4 p.m.

VC 2-190

JP MORGAN CHASE
Corporate Networking

9/22

Wed

6 p.m.

Library - Room 750

GOLDMAN SACHS

9/23

Thur

6 p.m.

Library - Room 750

JP MORGAN CHASE
Internal Consulting

9/27

Mon

6 p.m.

VC 2-190

JP MORGAN CHASE
Chase Financial Services

9/28

Tue

12 noon

VC 2-190

MERRILL LYNCH

9/28

Tue

6 p.m.

VC 2-125

MORGAN STANLEY

9/29

Wed

6 p.m.

VC 14-250

CITIGROUP
Technology

9/30

Thur

6 p.m.

VC 2-125

CITIGROUP
Retail Bank

10/4

Mon

6 p.m.

VC 2-125

US CLEARING

10/5

Tue

12:30 p.m.

VC 2-190

LEHMAN BROTHERS

10/6

Wed

6:15 p.m.

WACHOVIA

10/12

Tue

6 p.m.

Library - Room 750

These presentations are open to all students. Refreshments are usually served.
Dates and locations are subject to change. Check the Calendar at:
http://baruchcdc.erecruiting.com
for updated information, workshop schedules and other job listings.

Do you like to attend Baruch events?
Do you like writing about them?
Write for The Ticker Features!

E-mail: tickerfeatures@yahoo.com

TBA
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Lest We Forget

THE TICKER EDITORIAL SEPTEMBER 13, 2004

This past Saturday marked the third anniversary of the horrific attacks on New
York City and Washington D.C. of September 11, 2001. As the day begins to
recede from the forefront of our memories, we cannot forget the event that touched
all of our senses like no other.
Take a few minutes to close your eyes, look back and remember the intoxicating smell of death and destruction, the feeling of helplessness, the sight of fear,
the ear-shattering sounds of confusion and the gigantic lumps that enveloped our
throats.
Now, stop in the street and listen, listen to the sound of the street, the thump
on the concrete and the sound of normal daily life compared to that of September
12, 2001 when the life of the city pulled out like a plug from a wall, each avenue
was empty and no vehicle could be found.
As time passes and old memories begin to take a back seat to new ones—we
must hold on to the memories of 9/11 in order to gain a greater appreciation for
what we have, remember all of those who were pried away from us in spirit and
flesh—and at the same time grasp on tightly to their cherished memories.
Here are the names of those from Baruch College whose lives were taken
from us on that dreadful day:
Faculty member--Andrew Zucker.
Students--Joseph Amatuccio, Marina Gertsberg, Neil Hinds and Charles
Lesperance.
Alumni--Jeremiah J. Ahern, Michael Armstrong, Daniel Bergstein
Susan Bochino, Alan Bondarenko, Swarna Chalasani, Mandy (Mei-Chin) Chang,
Liam Colhoun, Kevin F. Conroy, Mark Gilles, Farah Jeudy, Joon K. Kang, Bojan
Kostic, Shai Levinhar, Weirong Lin, Harold Lizcano, Jennieann Maffeo, Terence
Manning, Marcellus Matricciano, Michael McDonnell, Henry Miller, William
Pohlmann, Giovanna Porras, Peter F. Raimondi, William Resnick, Rose M. Riso,
John Rivera, Adriane Scibetta, Craig Silverstein, Eric Stahlman, Anthony Starita,
Yuk-Ping Wong andElkin Yuen.
Let’s use their memories to become stronger, better and aspire to be what all
those lost were striving for and turn the darknesses of their loss into a ray of
inspiration.
As we continue to read reports and still see a hazy picture of what actually
occurred on that dreadful day, we must keep in mind all that was destroyed—lest
we forget everything that we lost.
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Quote of the Week:
“It could have been better. The English department got a memo that there would be
more jobs, but there really weren’t that many.”
- Stanley (last name with-held), a liberal arts student disappointed
with Friday’s career fair.
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Terrorism Needs A
New Plan
DAN MARCHIONE

Let me preface this article with the following:
my prayers go out to all the families who lost
someone in the tragedy in Russia with the
schoolchildren. It is always hard to lose innocents like those involved in this case.
Furthermore, it is always sad when a parent
outlives their children.
With that being said, it is hard to believe how
illogical the thinking that terrorists follow is.
They have no real rhyme or reason. Terrorists
do not attack those who they feel are oppressing them and their people, instead they find it
makes sense to attack people who often have
no connection to the terrorists’ causes at all.
The motives behind some of these attacks are
completely ridiculous to logical thinking
human beings.
Religion plays a huge role in terrorist activities. No one specific religion is solely responsible for the actions of these mad men, but
rather religion in general. Terrorists like to use
this as their ultimate excuse, ‘We’re doing
god’s work.’ Quite unbelievable if you ask me.
Last I checked there was no religion that promoted the killings of innocent people to further
somebody’s cause. What religion says that
killing over 300 children is a rational way to
get hostages released? If that’s religion, I want
no part of it. Along the same lines are the terrorists to whom god has spoken. Outside of the
stories in the Bible, no one has been able to get
away with the ‘God told me to’ excuse. If god
is supposedly speaking to you, maybe you
should seek other help before deciding that his
“advice” is a good idea. One last point with
regards to religion; why is it that some groups
seem to believe all attack worldwide is a direct
attack on their religion? The United States
could kill an Eskimo at the North Pole and for
some reason, some religion that is on the other
side of the globe, will find that to be an attack
on their “people.” It is just ridiculous hearing
these “Holy Men” use god as their excuse for
killing.
As for the topic of killing, the plans these terrorists hatch are something out of a thousand
dollar independent film, shot by some bitter,
drug-enraged NYU film student. These are
supposed leaders and they cannot come up
with better ideas than the ones they have
attempted thus far. If some group feels another has wronged them and wants to retaliate on
a worldwide stage, shouldn’t they at least try to
get some sympathy from other nations? That
way they will at least have other supporters
and might actually achieve something for their
cause. I do not think that any person or group
in this world (no matter how callous) felt that
the terrorists in Russia were justified. It does
not make sense to me, or any other rational
thinking person, that hundreds of innocent
children, that have nothing to do with the
nation’s government or its causes, should be
slaughtered in order to free other hostages.
There are got to be less violent ways to achieve
such goals without killing people that are otherwise innocent.
Lastly, I do not think terrorism, in general, is
a good way to promote one’s personal political
agenda. If a cause is important enough to
someone, they should be able to design a nonviolent way of making their voice heard. It
does not help yourself or your cause to needlessly murder people. If terrorists would put
more time and effort into their plans they
would be able to come up with peaceful ways
of getting what they want done. In that case
they would be called “Special Interest
Groups,” instead of terrorists.

The Baruch College community will not forget those we lost on September 11, 2001. Three years have passed, but we will always remember what
happened on that day and all of those who stepped up to help. Cartoon By CHARLIE WANG

From Day One At Baruch
Now that I have survived my first week of college, my paranoia has ceased. I feel more
relaxed about studying at Baruch. It felt even
better when I realized that I was not alone. The
rest of my freshman class (1,652) was probably
as anxious and nervous as I was.
Back in high school when I went on the campus tour of Baruch, this college seemed confusing and enormous. Little by little as I came
here more often, the buildings started to look
much smaller and more familiar.
And when I went on the campus tour again
during orientation I already knew where everything was. Well, except for the 23rd Street
building on East 23rd and Lexington. I just
found out that it existed!
Baruch is not as intimidating as it looks. Once
you start to familiarize yourself between which
building is the Vertical Campus, library building and 23rd St. building, you’re good to go.
One positive thing I’ve noticed about the
Baruch community is its diversity. The U.S.
News & World Report proclaims Baruch as
America’s most diverse college for the fifth
year in a row. This makes me feel good that I
chose this college.
At Baruch I don’t feel like an outsider like I
did in high school. Since there were not too
many Guyanese like me. Here, everyone is

JESSICA BAPTISTE

comfortable of everyone else’s ethnicity. That’s
great because I am a social person, and I love
meeting and learning from other people’s ideas
and cultures.
The only thing that I don’t like about Baruch
is my commute. I used to live 10 minutes away
from my high school by walking. Now I have
to spend an hour and a half on two trains each
day. That’s not so easy to adapt to since I never
took the train but now I have no choice.
The only time that it dawned on me I was really in college was when I had to buy my own
textbooks. I knew that my textbooks were
going to be very expensive. But, I was shocked
when I saw some of the prices. In high school
where I didn’t have to pay for books I did not
really care about them. Now in college when I
have to pay out of my own pocket, I feel very
responsible for these books. When I calculated
the total cost of my books it was $450. The
only thing I could do was shake my head in
amazement.
Right now, I am so confused on what extracurricular activities that I want to join. It’s not
that Baruch has so few activities, it has too
many of them. I feel as if it’s my duty to get
involved in as many as possible. I want to make
use of my college experience.
I do not want to be the “joiner” who is

involved in an endless list of extra-curricular
activities. Instead it will be a better idea to be
“Ms. Commitment,” who joins a few clubs.
Then in two or three years I could be president
or vice-president of that organization. You have
to always think ahead, right?
Presently, I have a passion for writing. So
that’s why I’m writing for The Ticker. Well, it’s
also because if I want to get a higher position
anytime soon, I’ve got to start somewhere. A
word of advice: you have to start small and
think BIG, okay?
Another thing on my mind is joining the
sorority, Alpha Phi Gamma. At the Baruch
Beginnings fair I was impressed with the invitation I received by the sorority sisters. I’ve
heard so much about sororities that I want to
see what everyone is talking about.
Finally, I want to make my college experience worthwhile. I’m the kind of person who
hates to makes mistakes. (Even though I know
that they are inevitable.) At the end of my four
years at Baruch College I want to look at back
and not have any regrets. Hopefully, Baruch is
a right college for me. I’ll find out in four
years, right?

What Pains We Suffer
It is an entirely different picture, when facts
take life and transform from mere numbers and
theories into real life stories involving people
like us and lives like ours. In my first psychology class, we touched upon psychological
problems and hence suicidal rates. “What educational institute in America do you think has
the highest suicidal rate?” he asked the five
hundred students. “Cornell,” shouted most. The
professor twisted his face in apparent negation.
MIT, he revealed had in fact the highest suicide
rate in all America.
In a way I understood intuitively why this
was so. The high standards of MIT require a lot
from its students and I could imagine students
leaping to their death just before a research
paper was due, or after their paper was rejected
by the faculty. Still, they were just names and
numbers; a peripheral introduction that I did
not think about for a long time.
These facts were destined to come back to me
on Labor Day. Driving around the campus of
Columbia University, we tuned in to the radio
and heard the news come on air about an NYU
student jumping to her death from the building
of the Tisch School of Arts. The news reporter
relayed what witnesses saw and heard. The girl,
Joanne Leavy, ran into the building, crying
“Don’t tell my father, don’t tell my father.”

AYESHA AJAZ

I couldn’t help but think, as tears floated in my
eyes, what shock had she received when she
took such a drastic step. What sort of confrontation was she trying to avoid when she
decided to end her life?
So many colleges, including Baruch, have
help lines for people who suffer depression and
just want to take to clear their mind. Why wasn’t there a helping hand at NYU to predict and
prevent such a sad incident with a girl who was
known to have a history of mental disturbance?
Do these places really help? Do people who
genuinely need help seek help? Do they get it?
A help lines promotional advertisement asks us
“are you having suicidal thoughts?” and then
invites us to seek help with them. I wonder if
people having suicidal thoughts really realize
that they are having such thoughts? I am not
very well versed in the topic and so I need
answers.
I remember myself as a junior high school
social outcast, friendless and disillusioned. I
never imagined killing myself, although I did
imagine killing a few people that hated me and
for whom I had mutual feelings. But there was
one incident when I remember being pushed
over the edge and come very close to committing suicide myself.
When I heard the news about the NYU stu-

dent, immediately a picture sprang to mind: of
me sprawled on the ground if people had not
held my hand and pulled me out of my depression. Friends and peers can work in strange
ways-it’s tough to live with them and even
harder to live without them.
How many people with a huge social circle
commit suicide at schools? Why did
Columbine happen? We see the superficial reasons, the most convenient ones; violent video
games, high expectations. But the underlying
factors maybe very much different. People
shouldn’t have to plan suicides. They shouldn’t
even entertain such thoughts. Life is too precious to quit. I respected life more after I realized how close I was to letting go.
Can we not have a course in schools, teaching us over and over, that no matter how worse
times get, it is time’s nature to pass and not
linger? The only thing that lingers is our own
self-inflicted memory and pain. It seems only
natural to me that if I can inflict a painful memory on myself, I can also choose NOT to recall
it anymore. I can choose to learn from it, and
not to hurt from it.
I wish someone had held Joanne Leavy’s
hand and pulled her back and told her to think
about her last breaths. The key words not be
“last breaths,” but just “last.”

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts typewritten or e-mailed opinion pieces from Baruch College students. Please note that all pieces must be signed. Unsigned pieces will not be published. However, when appropriate,
names will be withheld upon request. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Writers should provide day and evening telephone numbers, as
well as an e-mail address if possible. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Ed editor.
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A World of Opportunities
Card Services, Commercial Banking, Corporate Finance, Equity Research, Equity Sales & Trading, Finance & Accounting,
Fixed Income Research, Fixed Income Sales & Trading, Information Technology, In-Store Sales Management,
Internal Consulting Services, Investment Management, Operations Management, Private Banking, Public Finance,
Retail Financial Services, Scholar Program

JPMorgan Chase is interested in meeting with you on September 22, 2004
We will be hosting the following events throughout the day so that you can learn more about
career opportunities at JPMorgan Chase:
Event

Time

Location

Commerical Banking Info Session

4 - 5 pm

One Bernard Baruch Way, Room 2190

Corporate Networking Reception

6 pm

151 East 25th Street, Conference Room 750

We will close out the day with our Corporate Networking Reception where we will hold a raffle for an Apple iPod!
All divisions of the bank will be represented at this event. Refreshments will be served.

For more information on our different divisions and career opportunities, please go to our website at:

jpmorganchase.com/careers

An Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer M/F/D/V
©2004 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved
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Straight Out of “Ca$hville” Will
Leave Fans Straight of Cash

By DIMITRIOS FRAGISKATOS
Staff Writer

G-Unit is everywhere. TV, radio, on the clothes
we wear, on our shoes, and hats. Little kids
stutter that famous shout out. If you’re sick of
them, then I got bad news for you, G-Unit’s
going to be around for a good long while.
Now that “Straight out of Ca$hville” has been
dropped, G- Unit’s lifespan has been extended.
Contrary to appearances, Young Buck is only
23 years old and ten of the years have been
spent rapping. The young man from Tennessee
hooked up with Cash Money at the age of 16,
dropping out of high school and moving to
New Orleans in the process. In 1997, Cash
Money was hardly making any, so Buck found
himself hustling in the streets, which resulted in
him getting shot a couple of times. He joined
Juvenile from Cash Money again which indirectly resulted in him meeting Fifty Cent.
Neither of them met with any real success yet.
“We left on a note of ‘Yo, if this rap situation
happens for me or it happens to you, we’re both
gonna holla at each other.’” It happened for
Fifty and before we knew about G- Unit, Buck
was part of the crew. That’s the story from the
press release for anyone, who thought that he
was Yayo’s replacement.
Like his buddy, Lloyd Banks, Buck’s album
has a limited-edition version which also has a
DVD with music videos. Also like “Hunger for
More,” “Straight out of Ca$hville” does not
have many or any Dr Dre and Eminem produc-

Left to Right: Young Buck, 50 Cent, and Lloyd Banks, otherwise known as “G-Unit” (Photo/
www.musique.lycos.fr)

tions on it’s tracks. Instead it features producers
like DJ Paul and Juicy AJ. A notable producer,
though, is Lil’ Jon, who produced the music for
the newest single “Shorty Wanna Ride.”
The music itself is very impressive, especially the tracks “Thou Shall” and “Bang Bang.”
“Bang Bang” is a sample from the Nancy
Sinatra song also used in the movie “Kill Bill

Staying Up Late Nights
With Conan O’Brien

By JOEL NEY
Contributing Writer

After days and days of watching some serious
sweating and muscle flexing on NBC’s night
broadcast of the 2004 Olympics, last week’s
return of Conan O’Brien to his nightly talk
show came as welcome relief. “Comedy,”
wrote Charlie Chaplin, “preserves the sanity.”
With all the stress that’s going on, it’s really
important to get one’s proper dose. It seemed
especially fitting that Conan’s first all-new
recorded show aired right after Governor
Schwarzenegger’s truly amazing speech at the
Republican National Convention (“Don’t be
economic GIRLIE-MEN!!”) With announcer
Joel Godard’s familiar voice once again declaring the arrival of Late Night’s beloved host,
Conan O’Brien waltzes out from behind the
curtain and, reaching center stage, squats and
then jumps to the drum roll (provided by the
great Max Weinberg, one of rock & roll’s best
and drummer of Bruce Springsteen’s E Street
Band). Conan’s traditional entrance ends with
him tugging imaginary strings attached to his
hips (a strange Conanesque contribution to
modern dance), before going into his usually
hilarious (and often remarkably insightful)
monologue review of the news of the day.
Conan O’Brien is a unique talk show host.
Where one can sense by David Letterman’s and
Jay Leno’s grimaces and overall body postures
where their egos set their limits to self-mockery, Conan seemingly knows no bounds in
intentionally ridiculing himself, to insanely
funny results. His peers, Jimmy Kimmel and
Craig Kilborn, while sometimes entertaining,
don’t even come close to the level of intelligent
sarcasm that O’Brien has distinctly created.
O’Brien gladly leaps into all forms of emotional and physical discomfort, like engaging in a
wrestling match with a guest (in a crazy crocodile fight with Steve Irwin) or remarking about
being always shot down when attempting to get
a date in his college years.
But Conan’s genius lies not only in him alone
but in his fantastic writing staff, who, besides
preparing scripts, perform the skits almost on a

daily basis. Brian Stack, a favorite, is the
“Frankenstein” monster who is always ready to
“waste a minute of our time!” (by urging a
camera crew to follow him and then point out
some dull-looking item somewhere in the studio, like a dirty faucet) or playing some weird
biblical character. Another great is Andy Blitz,
whose terrific facial expressions and shaved
head flawlessly fit several recurring characters
on the show, such as the loud-mouthed chanting fan sitting in the audience, or “Little
Diesel,” Vin Diesel’s unconfident little brother
who shares clips of his films. Like Stack and
Blitz, the rest of Conan’s writing staff are also
real comedy-writer superstars.
Letterman often says he will probably retire
in ten years. Conan is the likely heir to the Ed
Sullivan Theater throne – but in any case, when
someday O’Brien’s abundant red hair turns
gray, he’ll still command an army of fans –
including us, the next generation of senior citizens.

Conan O’Brien, popular night talk show
host. (Photo/ wwwaskmen.com)

Vol. 1.”
Artists on his album include the G-Unit family, with the newly returned Tony Yayo and new
addition The Game. David Banner, Lil’ Flip
appear on the Red Spyda-produced “Welcome
to the South” who also did the better known
“On Fire” from the “Hunger for More” album.
“Stomp,” which originally featured T. I. and

Ludicrous, now has Game replacing T. I. T. I.
has expressed feelings of displeasure toward
Ludicrous and requested that he be taken out,
since both artists are self-proclaimed “Kings of
the South.” With lines like “You see I’m married to my music, but we got a pre- nup/ so if
that b*tch don’t act right I’m still getting my
cut,” it’s pretty understandable why they kept
T. I. “off the T. I. P. of his d*ck.”
“Straight out of Ca$hville” suffers from an
unfortunate lack of creativity on Buck’s part.
“Get Rich or Die Tryin’, ” which was Fifty
Cents’s debut album under Shady/ Aftermath,
was an instant classic whose most popular complaint is that it mentions shooting and getting
shot too many times. Young Buck mentions
similar things.
Although the production of the tracks have
plenty of variety, Young Buck himself has very
little. Within the first three tracks he has seven
different nouns for guns with a total of 13 mentions. Police appear in all of them as well as
some form of C17H21NO4 be it in the form of
crack or cocaine. Buck’s got more ways to say
coke than Eskimos have to say ice (and
Eskimos have over 20 ways of saying ice).
Overall, the album follows the same formula
the other G-Unit albums did with an extra element of south thrown in. Presentation itself is
more complicated than a simple formula, however. Repetitive lyrics and style means that
Buck has more to show than to say, but with the
money he’s got, he won’t have any problem
with that.

South Park's "The Passion Of The Jew"
To Be Released On DVD Tuesday, August 31

The characters of “South Park”. (Photo/ www.comedycentral.com)

NEW YORK, August 16, 2004

Comedy Central's always controversial series,
"South Park," presents its take on Mel Gibson's
recent blockbuster "The Passion of the Christ,"
when "South Park: The Passion of the Jew" is
released on DVD Tuesday, August 31. The
three episode disc will be available in retail
stores nationwide and at comedycentral.com
via Comedy Central Home Entertainment distributed by Paramount Home Entertainment.
The long-running COMEDY CENTRAL
series is known for its ability to tackle topical
subject matter and is heralded as being one of
the most politically-astute shows on television.
"South Park" is one of the few shows to explore
different religious themes in an intelligent and
boldly irreverent way. Episodes featured on the
new DVD along with "The Passion of the Jew"
are "Christian Rock Hard" and "Red Hot
Catholic Love."
""The Passion of the Jew" (# 804. Original air
date: March 31, 2004) After finally seeing The
Passion," Kyle has to admit that Cartman has
been right all along about the Jews’ role in history. Inspired by Kyle’s change of heart and a
powerful love for Mel Gibson, Cartman incites
many of the films hardcore fans to band together and carryout its message. Meanwhile, Stan

and Kenny also see the movie and embark upon
a quest to find Mel Gibson.
"Christian Rock Hard" (# 709. Original air
date: October 29, 2003) When the other boys
kick Cartman out of their band, Cartman pulls
his own group together to make music for
Jesus. Meanwhile, Stan, Kyle and Kenny are
arrested for downloading music from the internet.
""Red Hot Catholic Love" (# 608. Original air
date: July 3, 2002) When the Catholic Church
scandal negatively impacts church attendance
in South Park, Priest Maxi travels to Rome to
confront religious leaders about a solution.
Launched in 1997, "South Park" is based on
the animated short entitled, The Spirit of
Christmas. Trey Parker and Matt Stone are cocreators and executive producers of the Emmynominated South Park, with Anne Garefino also
serving as executive producer.
Comedy Central, the only all-comedy network, currently is seen in more than 85 million
homes nationwide. Comedy Central is owned
by Comedy Partners, a wholly-owned division
of MTV Networks. Comedy Central is a registered trademark of Comedy Partners. Comedy
Central's
Internet
address
is
comedycentral.com.
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“Future Soundtrack for America” Delivers
Album Worthy of Patriotism

By SEAN DONOVAN

Staff Writer

Regardless of the direction in which your political pendulum swings, there’s one simple, universal truth that even Michael Moore doesn’t
need to skew: leftists write the best tunes. If we
chose party allegiances solely on the quality of
the pop songs that jibe with their respective ideologies, just how many people could, say, Toby
Keith’s mindlessly jingoistic “Courtesy of the
Red, White, and Blue (The Angry American)”
rally to the Republican side? Great rock and
roll – great art, for that matter – is rooted in dissent, not compliance.
“Future Soundtrack for America” is a leftleaning political compilation (is there any other
kind?) from the prominent indie label Barsuk
Records. It features rare and previously unreleased tracks from both mainstream and independent artists, united to “make our increasingly messed-up country a better place.” Though
not as blatantly anti-Bush as the “Rock Against
Bush” pop-punk compilations, Future
Soundtrack’s 22 tracks voice, either directly or
indirectly, the concerns of well-read, liberal
twentysomethings in this election year. And
that makes for some pretty good songs.
While some of the cuts included here are only
obliquely political, others address the policies
of the current administration head-on. Former
Soul Coughing frontman Mike Doughty offers
up the spiritual centerpiece of the album with
“Move On.” Its breezy, sunny melody rolls

REM, one of the bands featured on the “Future Soundtrack for America” (Photo/
www.smallsteps.com)

effortlessly over a slick, steady rhythm, while
Doughty croons “Yeah, I believe the war is
wrong.” Doughty leaves metaphor and allegory
up to the other bands on this comp; his message

The Best of Both Worlds,
Unfinished Business is
Better Late Than Never

By AL GREEN
Contributing Writer

What do you get when you put a multi-platinum hip-hop artist together with a multi-platinum R&B artist? In the case of Jay-Z teaming
up with R. Kelly on the Best of Both Worlds
album released back in March of 2002, the
result was supposed to be at least 10 million
albums sold, three videos, and a whole lot of
paper made. At the end of it all, all we got was
a sex scandal. Right before the album was to be
released, videos of R. Kelly having sex with a
minor floated through damn near every household across the 50 states, and the potential success of this highly anticipated album went out
the window.
Due to the sexual content of the album, Def
Jam Recordings, the distributor, decided to pull
out all marketing and promotions support for
the album, but still released it. The album went
on to go double platinum without a video or
concert. When asked about the situation, Jay-Z
was quoted as saying on MTV News, “we’re
entertainers, man, I named one of my albums
the gift and the curse we accept the good with
the bad. It is what it is.” R. Kelly made the
claim that he is being blackmailed by jealous
people that used to be in his circle, and that the
tape of him was fabricated.
Now after two years of going back and forth
to court for R. Kelly, Jay-Z retiring, the most
anticipated musical event of 2004 will kick off
on Sept. 30th, when R. Kelly and Jay-Z join
forces on stage in Chicago for the opening
night of “The Best of Both Worlds,” a nationwide tour that will take the multi-platinum duo
to more than 40 cities around the country. The
team declined to reveal any details about the
outing, but advised fans to be prepared for anything. “We want people to be genuinely
shocked and awed, we’re on a shock-and-awe
campaign”, Hova said in a Video Statement
released last Thursday on MTV News. Jay has
released 10 consecutive multi-platinum albums
since 1996 and has sold over 25 million units.
Jay-Z has been nominated for Grammy
Awards, as well as Billboard Music Awards and
Radio Music Awards. This year Jay-Z is the

leading nominee for the 2004 MTV Video
Music Awards, with 6 nominations including
Video of the Year. In addition to his success as
a musical artist, Jay-Z has multiple businesses
including his 40/40 restaurant, Roc-a-Fella
Records, Roc-A-Wear and Roc-A-Fella Films.
He is responsible for the Shawn Carter
Scholarship Fund, the Annual Jay-Z Toy Drive
and team Roc.
R. Kelly, who released his eighth album
“Happy People/U Saved Me” on Aug. 24, has
sold more than 30 million albums worldwide.
In 1997, he won three Grammy Awards for his
inspirational hit “I Believe I Can Fly” from the
motion picture “Space Jam.” In addition, he
won Billboard Music Awards in several categories, including Hot 100 and R&B, in 1994,
1996, 1999, 2001 and 2003. In 1999, R. Kelly
won American Music Award for R&B/Soul
Favorite Male Artist, and in 2003 he won both
a Vibe and a BET Award. Just last month he
won seven R&B/Hip-Hop Awards at the 5th
annual Billboard R&B/Hip-Hop Awards show.

is plain and clear.
REM’s anti-war dirge “Final Straw” (which
was available on their website as a free download last year) is also included. Micheal Stipe

Memories

Expressions

A memory lost
But not forgotten
Remain etched
In my heart and soul
A simple smile
Is all you see
A simple sigh
Is all you hear
Hidden Desires
Remain unsaid
Here and Now
I stand before you
No words left
To express how I feel
Now it’s finally time
Time to say goodbye
By: Alice Wong
Foolish Heart

All this time my friend
I always hoped you knew
Just how much I cared about you
You took me for granted
Time and time again
I often asked myself
When will this cycle end?
every time I’m around you
All I feel is sorrow and pain
This friendship can never
And won’t ever be the same
Can’t you realize
How hurt I feel inside?
Can you see the tears
Which flow deep within my heart?
This feeling comes from
Holding back
All my emotions
After all these years
I wonder if you’ll ever see
The difference between you and me
I’ve always been there for you
From beginning to end
When no one cared
Nor was around

Hip-Hop Megastar Jay-Z and R&B sensation
R. Kelly (Photo/ www.mtvnews.com)

sings, “I don’t believe, and I never did, that two
wrongs make a right.” The track is weighed
down somewhat by overproduction, but its
message nevertheless withstands the din.
Arena rockers-in-training Death Cab For
Cutie deliver one of the record’s highlights in
“This Temporary Life.” Though not ostensibly
relevant to the approaching election, the lyrics
speak of change and starting over. A slight air
of melancholy permeates through its gentle
verses, all building to its sweeping, chiding
bridge.
Other worthy moments include OK Go’s
cover of The Zombies’ “This Will Be Our
Year,” former Talking Heads leader David
Byrne’s “Ain’t Got So Far To Go,” and the late
Elliott Smith’s “A Distorted Reality Is Now A
Necessity To Be Free,” which closes the album.
Every cent of the profits from Future
Soundtrack for America goes to non-profit
organizations seeking to get more American
people, particularly younger voters, informed
and involved in politics. Unlike some of the
more scathing political rock comps being
released this year, the artists and producers
behind Future Soundtrack aren’t simply trying
to turn your red state blue.
Of course, no collection of hastily thrown
together songs can ever sway one person’s
opinion. But if we were crazy enough to cast
our votes according to politically-minded rock
songs, Future Soundtrack for America might go
a long way toward putting John Kerry in office.

I stood firmly by your side

When I saw those tears
Trickling down your cheek
Out of the blue
All I could do was
Wipe away your tears
Hoping to ease all your pain
Nothing mattered to you
Nothing ever did
Nothing will ever matter
If things continue this way
Your still living in a fantasy world
Surrounded by illusions and lies
For you, good is not good enough
Best is never enough
It’s about time
Enough is enough
I now realize
What a fool I’ve been
Forgiving you
Even after all those times
You have done me wrong
When will you learn
It’s not always about *you*
The rest of us have problems
To deal with too
Some battles are worth fighting for
Some battles are worth losing
This is one battle I choose to lose
The battle is finally over
You win, I lose

By: Alice Wong
Sometimes
Never mattered to me when sometimes we
weren’t together
Never did I once ask that you sometimes
remembered my name
But sometimes a girl needs love and care
And sometimes she needs to be alone again
Just be here sometimes.
By: Unchained Melody
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Athlete Profile of the Week:
Ahmed Doughri

W OMEN’S V OLLEYBALL

M EN’S S OCCER

School, Doughri participated in cross country,
basketball, and track and field. He lettered in
all three sports and was an important member
in his 4x800m relay team, which had a fourthplace district finish while his hoop team
reached the Nebraska district finals.
After high school, Doughri came to Baruch
College to study finance. He has been on the
Baruch men’s soccer team for three years and
will be playing in his final year this upcoming
season. Doughri has accomplished a lot at
Baruch. He is in the Honors Program with a
3.6 GPA, but he is still looking for a soccer
championship. Here are his thoughts on the
upcoming soccer season.

Bearcat Sadis Sequeria (center) tries to knock the ball past USMMA defenders Janine
Wachter and Veronica Galina. (Photo/Shan-san Wu)

By AARON SIEGEL and

one week earlier. “We made many unforced
errors and they took advantage.”
The Bearcats, led by setter Safia Mian (41
assists), Middle Hitters Sadis Sequeria (23 kills
and 57 attacks) and Fior Ulloa (15 Kills and 54
attacks) were in each game from beginning end
but couldn’t reach the 30-point mark first.
The Mariners (1-1) were led by Holly
Cummings (20 kills and 30 digs) and Katerina
Jablonski (28 attacks and 44 assists) in the win.
USMMA made their mark in the third game,
with the score tied at one, the Mariners went on
an 8-0 run to turn a 20-16 deficit into a four
point advantage.
Baruch was in each game, hanging close early
before the 25-30 defeat. Baruch had control
much of the fourth game as well before the
Mariners tied the score at 21 to go on to a 2630 win.
Baruch played their best volleyball in the second game going on an early 15-4 run before
holding on to the 30-25 win.
“We will build from this, fix the errors and
take it from there,” added Dass looking forward to the remainder of the season. “I am positive.”

Editor-In-Chief

NATALIE BAGHDADI
Contributing Writer

September 9—The Baruch Bearcats women’s
volleyball team opened up the 2004-2005 athletics schedule on the court on Thursday
evening, and wish that they could have had a
second chance to get out of the starting gate—
falling to the United States Merchant Mariners
Academy at Kings Point Mariners 24-30, 3025, 26-30, 26-30 in a hard fought match on the
ARC floor.
Baruch (0-1) entered their season opener
short-handed after three athletes from last season decided not to return to the team—leaving
the roster of eight. Despite the short bench, the
team played impassioned volleyball and were
in contention throughout each game, but ended
with the undesireable result owing to 39
unforced errors.
“[Kings Point] had an edge,” said Baruch
women’s volleyball coach Krishna Dass who
had unexpectedly re-taken the reins of the team

CALLING ALL BEARCAT FANS!

Interested in Covering a Baruch Athletic Team?
Want to Conduct In-Depth Interviews With Athletes?
Beat Reporters Needed For:
•Men’s Soccer

•Women’s Volleyball
•Women’s Tennis

If Interested, Please Contact the Sports Editor at:

icemanpg701@migente.com

Upcoming Baruch Bearcats Sports Schedule
When

Women’s
Volleyball

Thu.
Sat.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Sat.

Wed.
Sat.
Mon.
Wed.

9/15 @ 8 p.m.
9/18 @ 1 p.m.
9/20 @ 8 p.m.
9/22 @ 3:30 p.m.

9/16 @ 7 p.m.
9/18 @ 9 a.m.
9/18 @ 11 a.m.
9/21 @ 6 p.m.
9/24 @ TBA
9/25 @ TBA

Opponent

Hunter
Medgar Evers
Cooper Union
Staten Island

By PHILLIP GONG
Sports Editor

My Favorite…
Movie:
T.V. Show:

Top Gun
Friends and The
Apprentice
Food:
Pizza
Music:
RAI Music
Hobbies:
Tennis, Swimming, Beach
Volleyball
and Basketball
Soccer Player:
Zinedine Zidane
Soccer Team:
Real Madrid
Class at Baruch: Cost Accounting with
Professor Ozbilgin
As a native of Marrakech, Morocco, Ahmed
Doughri has played a lot of soccer in his 21
years of existence, 15 to be exact. Starting at
the age of six, Doughri played pick-up soccer
games in the streets of his hometown and has
been playing ever since. In 1994, he got a
chance to play alongside the U.S. Air Force
team in Montgomery, Alabama.
Doughri came to America permanently in
2000 where he went to high school in Gibbon,
Nebraska. Since the school did not have a soccer program, Ahmed still competed athletically,
but in other sports. While at Gibbon High

Baruch Sports Briefs
Open Tryouts

•Women’s Cross Country

Sport
Men’s
Soccer

Midfielder Ahmed Doughri on the men’s
soccer team, hopes to win in his senior
year. (Photo/Baruch Sports Information)

Where

Metro Oval
Metro Oval
Cooper Union
Staten Island

William Paterson
Hunter
Medgar Evers
Staten Island
Lycoming Tournament
Lycoming Tournament

Paterson
Hunter
Hunter
Staten Island
TBA
TBA

Women’s
Cross Country

Sun. 9/18 @ 10 a.m.
Sat. 9/25 @ Noon

NYU Invitational
Bard Invitational

Van Cortlandt
Van Cortlandt

Women’s
Tennis

Tue. 9/21 @ 3:30 p.m.
Fri. 9/24 @ 3:30 p.m.

City Tech
Staten Island

NTC
NTC

The 2004-2005 men’s soccer season looks to
be a good one this year with a change in leadership at the coaching positions. With the promotion of Ranford “Penny” Champagnie to
head coach and ex-midfielder Dima
Kamenshchik to assistant coach, Doughri
believed it was the right decision. He noted
how “Penny” has put together a serious program this year and gave examples of the challenging preseason workouts, which has helped
to increase the team’s endurance. “We feel
more like a team this year thanks to Penny and
Dima,” said Doughri.
Another bright spot on this year’s team that
the Baruch midfielder noted was the addition of
four to five new very good players who he
believes are more than capable of replacing last
year’s graduates Youssef Azzam and Evis
Damianos. “They will play well this year and
next year,” predicted Doughri. This infusion of
talented new players will improve the team
defensively and also in the midfield area.
Historically, Medgar Evers and CCNY have
been Baruch’s toughest opponents because of
their different playing style compared to
Baruch and their aggressive physical play.
According to Doughri, this year Baruch must
do a better job adjusting to their opponent’s
style and play more physical. He also believed
the team should definitely work on the offensive line as well citing the need for better strikers. The team should be more disciplined and
organized both outside and inside the field
added the Moroccan senior.
Despite all the challenges, Doughri is optimistic in achieving something this year and
looks forward to having a lot of fun in his final
year on the team. Especially if they win the
championship.

Women’s Volleyball

Interested female student-athletes should
contact head coach Krishna Dass at
646-312-5053 or krishna_dass@baruch.cuny.edu

Women’s Softball

Interested players can attend a special meeting
to learn more about the team and attend a special tryout under the watchful eye of the coaching staff.
Meeting: Wednesday, Sept. 15, Athletic
Department Conference Room, VC, B1 Level,
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Tryouts: Thursday, September 16, 8:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m., Location To Be Determined
For more information, students can contact
Jose Negroni via e-mail at coachjose23
@aol.com.

Men’s & Women’s Cheerleading & Dance
Tryouts held on:
Tuesday, September 14 (6 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
Thursday, September 16 (6 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
Saturday, September 18 (4 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
Tuesday, September 21 (6 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
Thursday, September 23 (6 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
Location: VC Building, Level B3

For additional information, please contact
Hanna Burris at hanna_burris@yahoo.com
or call 917-287-9691. No Experience
Necessary.

Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving

If you are interested in joining the Baruch
College Swim Team (Men & Women), contact
Aquatics Director Pushaen Gunasinghe at the
pool located at B3 in the Vertical Campus ARC.
Trial dates: September 20, 22, 27, 29 (3:00
p.m. to 5:00 p.m.)
For further questions, you can reach the
Aquatics Director/Swim Coach
Pushaen Gunasinghe at (646) 312-5060 or email him at
baruchswimteam2002@yahoo.com
* All the information in “Baruch Sports
Briefs” is provided by Baruch Sports
Information and the Baruch College
Intercollegiate Athletics website.
http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/athletics

Compiled By:

PHILLIP GONG

Sports Editor

